Sparkplug: New Work
I
n the Jenkins Community Gallery at Arlington Arts Center
June 19 - August 22
Opening Reception: June 19, 6-9pm
Artists Talk: July 22, 7-9pm

DC Arts Center’s resident arts collective Sparkplug is, at present, a spirited gathering of
ten artists and curators who meet twice a month to discuss their work, explore the arts
in the nation’s capital, grow their community, and dream up creative engagements in
DC and around the globe. In the context of this closely-focused show, Sparkplug’s
mission will be to testify to its own mutable now: the now of its production, the now of its
collective exchanges, the now of individual stances outside of the collective, the now
that will inevitably be then soon. For a collective whose very existence is based on a
charter of becoming, of sharing, of transitions, of emergence, of change…the privileging
of a specific Sparkplug moment presents a persistent (albeit purposeful) challenge.
Curated by Lea-Ann Bigelow and Blair Murphy, the show will highlight painting, drawing,
video, photography, and mixtures thereof by:
Deborah Carroll-Anzinger, Peter Gordon, Lisa McCarty, Kathryn McDonnell, Michael
Matason, Mark Planisek, Karen Joan Topping and Jenny Walton

The District of Columbia Arts Center, founded in 1989, is a nonprofit arts
space dedicated to promoting the freshest, most under-recognized artists
in the Washington metropolitan area. Located in the heart of Adams Morgan,
DCAC is comprised of a 750 square foot gallery and a 50 seat black box
theater. Over the years, DCAC has received local, national and international
reviews of its over 100 visual arts exhibitions and 500 performance events.
We encourage an ongoing dialogue between new artists and the greater arts
community, assisting artists in both the business and craft of art. As DCAC
continues to draw poets, painters, actors, storytellers, sculptors, and
performance artists from around the corner to around the world; the Center
remains a mainstay of the Washington, DC arts community
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